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engage Scotland – Go & See funding report

Scottish Queer International Film Festival (SQIFF) 
Go and See Trip to Hamburg Queer International Film Festival 2014

Description

Helen Wright and Morvern Cunningham from Scottish Queer International Film Festival (SQIFF) 
travelled to Hamburg Queer International Film Festival, also attending a Queer Film Cultures 
conference as part of the Festival, from 13th to 20th October 2014. The purpose of the trip 
was to research equality and diversity measures at Hamburg’s Festival, the latter known for 
its very successful engagement with different queer communities in the city and surrounding 
areas. This was a very useful and relevant trip for us to make as we proceed with developing 
our new Festival, one which aims to make both equality and audience engagement its central 
ethos.

Development of SQIFF’s equality and diversity policy

Helen and Morvern’s trip to Hamburg has been a huge aid in helping us to think about 
specific issues and potential obstacles to developing our equality and diversity policy. We 
noted during our visit a list of topics, which we will now present in a report to the other 
members of SQIFF alongside our recommendations for how each issue could be addressed 
in our policy. After a meeting with SQIFF’s members, we will draft our equality and diversity 
policy on the basis of our discussions and decisions reflecting on our list compiled in 
Hamburg. 

Impact of our trip on equality and diversity in SQIFF

There were many issues which arose for us in Hamburg, which we learned about through our 
observations as well as discussions with the organisers of the Festival. These include:

• funding (where the Festival’s funding comes from and how that affects its ethos and aims)

• paid staff vs. voluntary staff (Hamburg has a unique make-up in utilising mostly volunteers 
to implement the Festival, which we feel offers potential positive and negative outcomes 
and which will now be an important discussion point for SQIFF)

• screening strands/marketing (one example here is the splitting up of Hamburg’s short film 
segments into ‘gay male,’ ‘lesbian,’ and ‘transgender’ – we feel there are potential pros 
and cons to this idea and will raise it as a point for consideration with SQIFF)

• working with other organisations (there is a strong sense which has developed from our 
impressions and discussions with other queer film festival practitioners in Hamburg that 
partnering with a variety of other cultural and political organisations geared towards 
differing equality issues is a very good method of ensuring that you cater for a wide variety 
of people)

• catering for underrepresented groups within queer communities (Hamburg’s ethos and 
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history is unusually focused on women, lesbian, and queer female communities, which we 
think is hugely beneficial in addressing the traditional marginalisation of women within film 
culture and which we will try to replicate - Hamburg also caters very well for trans*, 
including non-binary and genderqueer, individuals by, for example, this year putting on a 
talk from an expert on trans* cinema during the Festival which demonstrated commitment 
to diversity)

• dealing with conflict within queer communities (there were various incidences of conflict 
and disagreement which arose in Hamburg between different sectors of the queer 
communities attending or involved with the Festival - we need to discuss the possibility of 
differing opinions about SQIFF’s aims and develop the most effective and fairest methods 
of addressing this)

• creating a community atmosphere (Hamburg runs a bar - a large space with a great 
atmosphere - every evening of the Festival where everyone can meet and discuss the 
day’s films - this was extremely effective in generating a sense of belonging and solidarity 
for everyone involved in the Festival, from filmmakers and programmers to general 
audience members)

• accessibility (there were good efforts towards accessibility for people with disabilities, for 
instance interpreters for the opening film and ceremony – however, the bar mentioned 
above, for example, wasn’t accessible for wheelchairs, so we will take these examples and 
work out how best we can make sure SQIFF is fully accessible for everyone)

How we will share what we’ve learned

We are writing a report and will present this at a meeting of all SQIFF’s members, followed 
by a discussion of all the issues raised and how we will proceed with our own equality and 
diversity policy and aims. We will also make this report available to the general public. We feel 
our findings and the issues we will be discussing, particularly surrounding accessibility of film 
events for people with disabilities and use of paid staff vs. volunteers, are hugely important 
within Scotland’s wider arts sector currently. We will therefore encourage our contacts at 
other arts organisations to read our report and hope it will open up further discussion of these 
topics within the arts community.

Unexpected outcomes of our trip

We were not expecting our research to focus as much as it did on funding and payment 
of staff as we felt these issues were self-explanatory before we went. It has now become 
clear to us that sources of funding are absolutely crucial to the ethos of a film festival. For 
example, there was an incident at the opening ceremony where the mayor of Hamburg invited 
himself to speak at it but wasn’t welcome to some of the audience because of his right-wing 
policies. However, the Festival was forced to accept his visit due to receiving funding from the 
government in Hamburg. This demonstrated the huge role sources of funding can potentially 
play in approaches and commitment to equality. 

We will also be thinking extremely carefully and having extensive discussions about the model 
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of our festival in terms of who will be staffing it and whether they will be paid or voluntary. It 
had seemed obvious to us previously that paying staff where possible was the best means of 
ensuring equality of opportunity to work for and be involved with SQIFF. However, Hamburg 
has traditionally been run entirely by volunteers. (As of this year, they have employed one 
full-time year round staff member, which might be an option for us.) The reason they give 
for using voluntary staff is that this keeps the Festival serving the community and relatively 
egalitarian. We will therefore need to consider if we want to switch to aiming for this model. 


